O texto The Spread of Nuclear Weapons in the Middle East: "more may be better"? discute a tese amplamente difundida, segundo a qual a estabilidade política do Oriente Médio depende de uma "nuclear deterrence". Aqui o argumento principal é o oposto: no mundo unipolar atual, quanto mais armas nucleares, menos estabilidade naquela região. O artigo procura avaliar a problemática da instabilidade no Oriente Médio por meio da ótica da teoria construtivista, segundo Wendt. A tese é a de que a estabilidade no Oriente Médio depende de uma melhoria do conhecimento intersubjetivo, uma vez que os dilemas de segurança são mutáveis ao longo do tempo.
either at the global or regional level, their spread being actually better 5 . The question stemming from these theories is whether in the post-Cold War system the spread of nuclear weapons is either central or peripheral to (sub)systemic stability. The main argument here is that in the current unipolar structure the spread of such weapons, particularly in the case of the Middle East, is indeed a major destabilising force. Agreeing with Waltz's general premise that structures have independent effect in the course of international outcomes, the first section of this essay will assess new trends in current macro structure that made nuclear weapons a central force influencing international/regional stability. This essay lines up however with Wendt's assumption that agency determines structure and vice-versa 6 and takes the via media in arguing that a condition precedent to nuclear stability in the Middle East is a refinement of the intersubjective knowledge 7 the Arab, Persian, Turkish and Jewish countries have built between them since the aftermath of the Second World War. The further subdivision will thus examine this Middle Eastern prevailing ideational structure and suggest alternative paths for nuclear stability in the region.
Nuclear Weapons in the Middle East: "more may be better"?
As long as current international structure is focused on the containment of Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD), the more nuclear weapons in the Middle East, the worse, the more destabilising. If in Waltz's time WMD did not count as the highest priority of American governments 8 , in the 21 st century that is no longer the case. A quick scan through official statements of major states and international organisations evidences how priorities have been reordered in present times 9 . It is undisputable that the US establishment of terrorism as the nation's major foe and the containment of weapons of mass destruction as the nation's prime task has far-reaching implications to any Muslim country's ambitions of acquiring nuclear weapons 10 . The major of them is that in the current international structure, shaped by the American hegemony, there is no room for the spread of nuclear weapons or WMD of any kind in the Middle East, as the Iraqi 11 war and the Iranian imbroglio suggest. The second, a 5 Note that in "The Spread of Nuclear Weapons: More may be Better" (1981) Waltz concedes that nuclear weapons may be destabilising in that they "change the relations of nations", whatever relations he implies. In analysing however the relationship between the US and the USSR and India, Britain, France and China, he concludes that the spread of nuclear weapons has ambivalent results and that interaction between "new" nuclear weapon states and former ones will be marked by continuities more than by changes. Cf., op. cit., Waltz: 1981, pp.7-10. 6 Cf. Wendt, 1999. 7 See also, Wendt, 1992. 8 Op. cit., Waltz: 1981, pp Indeed the strength of Waltz's argument for the spread of nuclear weapons seems to have fallen into decline along with the demise of the USSR and the bipolar structure.
Besides the correlation between nuclear weapons and stability, as proposed by theorists of nuclear deterrence 13 , is amorphous or at best ambivalent. No satisfactory conclusions have been drawn as to whether the spread of nuclear weapons has been a stabilising force to the Middle East. To the extent that Israel has endured for almost four decades, despite the unanimous Arab call for its annihilation, the Israeli policy of nuclear ambiguity may be generally regarded as successful. Considering that the Israeli nuclear programme was developed amidst hostile circumstances (Nasser's pan-Arabism), Israeli nuclear deterrence has received much credit for improving Israel's fighting capability and deterring an all-out Arab attack 14 . The efficiency of Israeli nuclear deterrence is nevertheless far from consensual. Maoz (2003) challenges what he calls the "conventional wisdom" that the Israeli nuclear deterrence has protected Israel from any catastrophic war. He argues that no all-out war has been staged against Israel due to the Arab lack of wherewithal or organisational ability rather than to the Israeli non-conventional weaponry. In exploring the three occasions when the Israeli nuclear deterrence was put to test, Maoz concludes that there is no evidence to suggest that Arab states adopted more limited and careful calculations in their offensive against Israel as a result of its nuclear policy. In the May-June 1967 crisis, despite suspicions of Israeli nuclear build up, some fuelled by satellite imagery, Nasser seemed little daunted when he breached all of the casus belli settled in the aftermath of the 1956 Sinai War and allowed for Egyptian troop movements to escalate 15 . In the 1973 Egyptian-Syrian attack, the arming of Israeli nuclear warheads neither prevented the Egyptian massive attacks to recover the Mitla and Gidi Passes nor did it deter the Syrians from firing missiles at Israel. Saddam Hussein, in the 1990s, felt no constraint in both threatening Israel with chemical weapons and launching Scud missiles against it 16 . For Maoz, that led to the invasion was proved to be wrong. That suggests though an acknowledgment of failure rather than a change in the a priori impetus. Cf., BBC News, <http://edition.cnn.com/2005/POLITICS/12/14/bush.iraq/>, accessed on March 2, 2006. 12 Cf., Halliday, 2004, pp.8. 13 Underlying any arguments for nuclear dissemination is the assumption that nuclear weapons inevitably decrease occurrences of war because (i) nuclear states calculate their military strategies and define their national interests more cautiously and (ii) human costs are so high that war escalation is thwarted. To these reasons, Waltz adds other: "a country with a [nuclear] deterrent strategy does not need the extent of territory required by a country relying on conventional defence in depth", which, he concludes, "removes a major cause of war." Op. cit., Waltz: 1981, pp. 5-6. 14 On the perspectives expected from the Israeli policy of nuclear ambiguity, see Dowty,1978 . Any conclusion however suggesting that the wiping out of nuclear weapons from the Middle East would bring the awaited stability to the region should be understood as hasty. Nuclear weapons only account for part of the region's numerous sources of instabilities and the denuclearisation of the Middle East is contingent on overcoming these sources, as the next section shall examine.
Paving the way for nuclear stability in the Middle East:
The post-Second World War ideational structure prevailing in the Middle East fits well in Wendt's concept of Hobbesian culture 24 . The process of creating intersubjective knowledge between the Arab, Persian and Jewish states has been marked by, as Buzan and Waever (2003) remember, "competition for leadership of the Arab world and interpretations of Arabism, as well as more traditional rivalries over territory, water, and ideology, not to mention clan interests, and issues of royal succession. Op. cit., Waltz: 1981, pp. 11-12. 22 On the Middle East nuclear race, see Maoz, 2003; Bowen and Kidd, 2004; and Taremi, 2005. 23 Op. cit., Bowen and Kidd: 2004, pp. 263. 24 Op. cit., Wendt: 1999, chapter 6. 25 Cf., Buzan and Weaver: 2003, pp. 190. Persians/Arabs, Muslims/Jews. These enemy dyads reject one another's right to exist independently. Self-help, imminent war, competitiveness, zero-sum game and security dilemmas are the major features of the Middle Eastern Hobbesian culture. Hence Egypt supports coups against the Jordanian monarchy, uses WMD against the Yemeni, embarks on a war against Israel; Syria finances Hamas and strives to maintain influence over Lebanese affairs; Iraq stages a war against Iran, annexes Kuwait, throws chemical weapons against its own Kurdish population; and currently Iran promises to wipe Israel off the map, fosters rivalries within Iraq between Shi'a and Sunnis, and cultivates hegemonic ambitions over the region. As one can sense from Louis Beres tone 26 Middle Eastern states tend to assume the worst about each other's intensions 27 . This conclusion is in line with some arguments that the Middle East was thrown into the Westphalian system but its members "play a different game". Such idea underlies Solingen's contention that the Middle East needs to "internationalise" 28 . Contrary to the preaching of some International Relations practitioners such as Lustick, for the above process to take place, the Middle East needs no great power. Neither has the rise of Egypt nor of Iraq nor of Iran come without cost to "internationalisation". Besides proponents of these arguments often seem to hide a tone of pan-Arab or pan-Islamist nostalgia. There can be order under anarchy and the principle of sovereignty allows for this. In Wendt's parlance, sovereignty is a shared knowledge, an institution that evinces the existence of culture between the actors, the recognition of the other's right to exist 29 . Sovereignty epitomises the transition from a Hobbesian culture to a Lockean culture, in which, despite the absence of a central authority, states tend to settle their divergences through peaceful means 30 . For the pessimistic who may be quick to raise the flag of "idealism" or "naivety" against the proposition that building confidence amongst Middle Eastern countries precedes any prospects for security stability in the region, a glance at the European history and the development of relations between Germany and France or the latter and England suffice.
Solingen's essay on the Middle East denuclearisation 31 draws on the mutability of security dilemmas over time. In assessing the potential lessons the Middle Eastern leaders may learn from the Southern Cone's experience with denuclearisation, she explores how the Argentine-Brazilian experience allowed the two countries to phase out their nuclear ambitions and to fully commit themselves to a bi-lateral nuclear verification agreement under the safeguards of a regional agency (The Agency for Accounting and Control of Nuclear ) and later of the International Atomic Energy Agency -a process that allowed them to eventually join the Non-Proliferation Treaty (the NPT). That the democratisation of the two countries was instrumental to their cooperation in the nuclear field is undeniable; however, there is insufficient evidence to suggest that democratisation should be taken as a criterion to the process of confidence-building in the Middle East
33
. As this 26 Op. cit., correspondence between Zeev Maoz and Louis René Beres to the editor of the International Security journal, Vol. 29, No. 1 (Summer 2004) . 27 On the Hobbesian logic of anarchy, see, op. cit., Wendt: 1999, chapter 6 and Wendt, 1992. 28 Although by "internationalise" this essay understands a process of assimilation of international laws and costumes rather than of conformity to liberal principles. 29 Sovereignty is not and must not be confused with ability to influence. 30 That only means that violence is less likely, rather than non-existent. 31 Op. cit., Solingen, 2003. 32 Acronym in Portuguese. 33 On the debate about the Democratic Peace, see: op. cit., Bruce, 1995; and Layne, 1994. debate goes beyond the scope set out, suffice it to say that although Sadat's coming to power may have facilitated the Egyptian-Israeli rapprochement, which allowed for the country's unilateral signature of the NPT 34 , Egypt can hardly be regarded as a democracy. However ominous the future of the Middle East may look for some, as for Halliday (2004) , who predicts the US and Saudi Arabia's defeat in a post-Saddam world, the American policy for the region need not be seen as a zero-sum game. Signs of improvement may not be afar on the horizon and may be noticed in Iran's backing the new Afghani constitution and supporting President Kharzai; Syria's withdrawal of 3000 troops from Lebanon with prospects for further removal; Turkey's alliance with Israel and improvements in relations between Turkey and both Iran and Syria; Israel's withdrawal from Gaza; and, Egypt's further improvements of its relations with Israel
35
. To that should be added Libya's yielding its nuclear ambitions.
Conclusion:
The arguments set out lead to the major conclusion that under the 21 st century American hegemony the spread of nuclear weapons may be a destabilising force in the Middle East. The dualist tone of the American foreign policy with regard to the war on terrorism and the containment of WMD leave no room for nuclear ambitions in the region. Waltz's case for the proliferation of nuclear weapons thus sounds anachronistic in the unipolar order. As the essay demonstrates that the responses of state actors in the Middle East to the spread of WMD in the region did not display the rationality that theorists of nuclear deterrence predict would be the case, the second conclusion drawn is that the correlation between stability and nuclear weapons is vague. The paper showed that, although Israel's endurance as state may be partly regarded as a result of Israeli nuclear deterrence, unsatisfactory evidence exists to attest the efficiency of such a policy. The rather conventional strategy of "the land-for-peace" gives a more clarifying picture of the relative stability between Israel and its Arab neighbours. The third conclusion being then that while the stabilising potential of nuclear weapons is contested, its destabilising capability is less in dispute. Far from advocating that denuclearisation would be the panacea to the Middle Eastern Pandora's box, this essay holds that the denuclearisation of the Middle East is contingent on a process of building confidence between the Arab, Jewish, Persian, Turkish states, similar mutatis mutandis to the one undergone by the Southern Cone. Drawing on the constructivist view that identities, cultures, and security dilemmas are mutable over time, this essay espouses that the Middle Eastern countries need no great power but a reformulation of the categories that define their representation of one another.
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